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Abstract
Advancement in the microfabrication of semiconductor chips has made the variations and layout-dependent fluctua-
tions of transistor characteristics noticeable. It is necessary to develop a design technique that can predict the above
phenomena and their effects from the design stage, in order to exploit the maximum performance of transistors and
implement high-performance LSIs at low costs. This paper is intended to introduce the efforts made by NEC Elec-
tronics for designs considering variations and layout dependence.
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1. Introduction

Advancement in the microfabrication of transistors and in-
terconnects has led to an increase in the variations of device

Fig. 1   Variation in threshold voltage between process generations.

Fig. 2   Impacts of interconnect variation.

characteristics. As shown in Fig. 1 , variations in threshold
voltage for turning the transistor on are increasing following
the advance of microfabrication. Also, Fig. 2 shows that the
share of interconnect capacitance in the load capacitance of LSI
logic cells, such as inverters and NAND, etc., and the effects
of variation among interconnects are also getting higher than
before. Therefore, the design of LSIs for the nanometer gen-
eration (here, we will call processes of 90nm and below “nano-
meter generation” processes) requires consideration of the
variations among interconnects as well as those among tran-
sistors.

In this paper, we will introduce our efforts for variation-
aware design, which is the foundation supporting the transis-
tor-level designs of LSI components, such as logic cells,
SRAM macros, analog macros and high-speed interface mac-
ros.

2. Visualization of Variations and Its Application to LSI
Design

To design an LSI by considering variation, it is critical to
break down variations according to the factors causing them,
and then model these factors.

As shown in Fig. 3 , variations among transistors can be
classified roughly as “die-to-die variation” and “within-die
variation.”

The effects of “die-to-die variation” are observed in the dif-
ferences between chips in the delays in internal clocks and
signals. The effects of “within-die variation” are observed in
the timing error between clocks and signals and in the offset of
opamps.

The “die-to-die variation” has been dominant up to around
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Fig. 3   Breakdown of transistor variations by factor.

Table    Variation factors and corresponding design techniques.

the 130nm generation. As a result, LSI design has been possi-
ble using relatively simple models that directly add the “with-
in-die variation” to the “die-to-die variation” such as the fast
corner model, which assumes the case in which all transistors
can be high-speed transistors, and the slow corner model,
which assumes the case in which all transistors can be low-
speed transistors.

As the nanometer generation has come, and the microfabri-
cation of transistors has advanced, the share of “within-die
variation” has increased, making it necessary to use new mod-
els to represent the “within-die variation” that has not been able
to be considered with the previous models, and to develop cor-
responding design techniques (“variation-aware design”).

Table classifies the variation-aware designs and layout-
aware designs we adopted for the nanometer generation ac-
cording to the factors causing variations. In Section 3 and after,
we will introduce each of the design techniques we adopted for
the nanometer generation, shown in blue characters in Table.

3. Layout-Aware Design

3.1 Layout-Aware Design of Transistors

Microfabrication of transistors has made noticeable their

Fig. 4   Variation of saturation current (Ion) due to layout
dependence.

Fig. 5   Variation of saturation current (Ion) due to STI stress.

layout dependence, with which transistor characteristics vary
even when gate length (L) and gate width (W) are identical,
depending on the shape of areas other than channel areas and
on the distance from adjacent transistors.

Fig. 4 shows an example of saturation current (Ion) varia-
tion depending on layout, obtained by using transistors of
identical L and W and changing the surrounding layout in many
ways. Each plotted point represents the pure layout depend-
ence after the other variation components are eliminated, and
each error bar is the variation width of measurement data and
represents the variation component other than that dependent
on the layout. This example shows that more than half the var-
iations of transistor characteristics are layout-dependent.

Fig. 5 shows an example of Ion variations when the length
of the active-area (LOD) or the distance from the adjacent ac-
tive-area (PDX) are changed. These variations are caused
because the stress (lattice strain) due to the difference in ther-
mal expansion coefficient between the silicon of the active-area
and the silicon oxide in shallow trench isolation (STI) varies
depending on the amplitudes of LOD and PDX. As microfab-
rication has led to a decrease in the minimum sizes of LOD and
PDX, this characteristic variation has become more noticea-
ble than before.

At NEC Electronics, we built an environment for
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Fig. 6   Flow of layout-aware design.

reproducing the characteristic variation caused by layout de-
pendence by means of simulations, without adding any proc-
ess to the traditional design flow. Fig. 6 shows the design flow.
This flow (1) reads the geometrical information related to the
characteristic variations (which correspond to the LOD and
PDX described above) from the layout data at the time of lay-
out-versus-schematic (LVS) collation, conducted after the lay-
out design; (2) calculates the amounts of variations in transistor
characteristics using layout-dependent variation models; and
(3) outputs a SPICE netlist reflecting the calculation results. In
the SPICE netlist, the amounts of characteristic variations are
specified with MULU0, DELVTO, etc. The variations can be
reproduced by performing a SPICE simulation using the SPICE
netlist.

The models of layout-dependent characteristic variations
include a model originally developed by us, the model devel-
oped in MIRAI-Selete 1) and the characteristic variation mod-
el incorporated in the SPICE model.

As this method eliminates the need to incorporate the varia-
tion in transistor characteristics due to layout dependence in
the design margin, the guard-band width can be reduced by half
and the LSI performance improved by up to about 20%.

3.2 Layout-Aware Design of Interconnects

Microfabrication of interconnects has also made the layout-
dependent variation in the cross-sectional shape of intercon-
nects noticeable. As shown in the left diagram in Fig. 7 , the
upper surface of the large-width interconnect is scraped exces-
sively (dishing) with CMP (Chemical Mechanical Polishing),
and the sides of interconnect are not always processed verti-
cally. The thickness of the barrier metal film formed between
the interconnect material and the insulation film is also de-
pendent on the interconnect width. The right diagram in Fig. 7
shows the variation of cross-sectional shape caused by the
changes in interconnect density. It shows that, in the high-den-
sity domain, interconnects are scraped excessively (erosion)
with CMP together with the insulation films in the

Fig. 7   Layout dependence of interconnect cross-section shape.

surroundings.
These variations in the cross-sectional shape cause the var-

iations of the parasitic resistance and capacitance of intercon-
nects. As microfabrication has advanced, and the sizes of
interconnects have consequently reduced, the effects of varia-
tions in shape have become larger than before. As a result, a
significant error will occur if the traditional interconnect mod-
el, composed of a simple rectangle that assumes that the inter-
connect width according to the layout size and the intercon-
nect film thickness according to the target thickness are
possible, is applied in fine interconnects.

At NEC Electronics, we developed an interconnect model
that can reproduce the layout dependence of interconnects 2) ,
and applies it to the LPE (Layout Parameter Extraction), in
which the parasitic resistance and capacitance of intercon-
nects are extracted, to reduce the above-mentioned error. While
the previous technique used to produce an error of up to around
10% in the interconnect delay, due to the errors in parasitic
resistance and capacitance due to the cross-sectional shape, the
new technique, reproducing layout dependence, can mini-
mize these errors.

Introduction of this technique eliminates the need to incor-
porate the variation in interconnect characteristics due to lay-
out dependence in the design margin, and reduces the guard-
band width, thereby achieving an ease of design and
improvement of performance.

4. Within-Die Variation-Aware Design of Transistors

The threshold voltage and drain current of the transistor vary
randomly due to random fluctuation of the impurities implan-
ted below the gate to control the threshold voltage, and to those
of the gate length due to exposure or etching. The effects of
random transistor variations can be predicted using statistical
techniques such as the Monte Carlo simulation. Some of com-
mercially available SPICE simulators incorporate the
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Fig. 8   Comparison of model and actual data using the principal
component analysis technique.

function for executing the Monte Carlo simulation by combin-
ing it with SPICE models describing parameters representing
variation (statistical SPICE models).

A technique has been developed that makes use of princi-
pal component analysis for implementing statistical SPICE
models reproducing the correlations of several variations, such
as those of threshold voltage and drain current 3) . The use of
the principal component analysis technique makes it possible
to realize statistical SPICE models capable of reproducing
transistor variations with a small number of parameters.

Fig. 8 shows the actual data on the variations of threshold
voltage and saturation current of transistors with various gate
lengths (L) and gate widths (W), and the simulation results us-
ing the statistical SPICE models developed with the principal
component analysis technique. It shows that these statistical
SPICE models are capable of reproducing the correlation be-
tween variations and the dependences of L and W very well.

At NEC Electronics, we have developed statistical SPICE
models capable of reproducing random transistor variations
accurately, and utilizing them in prediction of the effects of
variations.

5. Die-to-Die Variation-Aware Design of Interconnects
(Corner LPE)

Increasing variations among transistors and interconnects
have been deteriorating the closure of clock and signal timing
verifications, and this has made it important to optimize the
variation width that is set as a corner condition in timing veri-
fications. This section describes a technique for optimizing the
variation of interconnect delay to be used in timing verifica-
tions.

Fig. 9   Interconnect variations and corner condition setting
technique.

The left diagram in Fig. 9 shows the relationship between
variations of the width and film thickness of interconnects
formed on the same interconnect layer. Since the width and
film thickness of interconnects are determined by different
processes, they vary independently of each other. The conven-
tional technique set the shape in which variations in width and
film thickness are respectively maximum and minimum as
corner conditions. As a result, the cross-sectional shape under
corner conditions would become the one whose existence is
statistically impossible, so the interconnect delay under cor-
ner conditions should contain an excessive amount of mar-
gin. The same also applied to the variation of interconnects
formed on different interconnect layers, as shown in the right
diagram of Fig. 9.

At NEC Electronics, we developed a technique for the stat-
istical setting of the corner conditions that can maximize or
minimize the signal delay so as to achieve an optimum varia-
tion 4) , and applied it to the design (statistical corner condi-
tions shown in Fig 9).

As a result, we succeeded in reducing the guard-band width
from the fast corner to the slow corner by about half com-
pared to the conventional corner conditions. This also led to an
improvement of LSI performance by up to about 15%, as well
as an improvement in ease of design and reductions in chip size
and power consumption.

6. Conclusion

As discussed above, we have developed design techniques
featuring optimum prediction of transistor and interconnect
variations, by developing physical models for reproducing
these variations and layout dependences and applying these
models to actual design. In the future, we will continue mod-
eling variations caused by new physical phenomena accompa-
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nying microfabrication, and promote the development of low-
cost, high-performance LSIs.
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